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optimizations of Intrepydd kernels. Intrepydd achieves portability by its ability to compile kernels for execution on different hardware platforms, and for invocation from Python
or C++ main programs.
An empirical evaluation shows significant performance
improvements relative to Python, and the suitability of Intrepydd for mapping on to post-Moore accelerators and architectures with relative ease. We believe that Intrepydd
represents a new direction of “Discipline-Aware Languages”
(DiALs), which brings us closer to the holy grail of obtaining
productivity and portability with higher performance than
current Python-like languages, and with more generality
than current domain-specific languages and libraries.

Abstract
Major simultaneous disruptions are currently under way in
both hardware and software. In hardware, “extreme heterogeneity” has become critical to sustaining cost and performance improvements after Moore’s Law, but poses productivity and portability challenges for developers. In software, the
rise of large-scale data science is driven by developers who
come from diverse backgrounds and, moreover, who demand
the rapid prototyping and interactive-notebook capabilities
of high-productivity languages like Python.
We introduce the Intrepydd programming system, which
enables data scientists to write application kernels with high
performance, productivity, and portability on current and
future hardware. Intrepydd is based on Python, though the
approach can be applied to other base languages as well.
To deliver high performance, the Intrepydd toolchain uses
ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation and high-level compiler
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Introduction

Performance

This paper addresses the problem of how to advance programming systems in the face of two shifts toward heterogeneity, one in hardware and the other in software. In hardware, what we need to program is changing. Previously, we
enjoyed the “free ride” of automatic improvements in the
efficiency and cost of general-purpose computing that came
from Moore’s Law and Dennard Scaling, which demanded
few if any changes to the hardware model or software interface. In contrast, future improvements will require specialized, post-Moore accelerators and radically different computer architectures [33]. In software, who is programming
is also changing. Software development is no longer the exclusive activity of computer science professionals trained
in software engineering techniques and tools. Rather, a diverse mix of “citizen developers,”1 who span physical science, engineering, business, medicine, social science, and the
humanities, are engaging more and more with computing,
armed with data, their domain knowledge, and tools from
statistical data analysis, text mining, graph analytics, image
and signal processing, computer vision, natural language,
and machine learning. These simultaneous trends are hastening the search for a “unicorn” programming system that
can deliver sustained productivity and performance for the
future.
The current approach is to start with general-purpose,
productivity-oriented languages such as Python [2], R [3], or
Julia [28], and augment them with high-performance implementations of commonly used functions in native libraries,
e.g., functions in the NumPy [6, 71] and SciPy [5] libraries
for Python. However, fixed library interfaces and implementations do not adapt well to the needs of new applications.
For example, Google and Facebook are changing the standard interfaces of linear algebra for scientific computing to
better match the data structures and numerical precisions
of machine learning [36, 37, 75], as is the graph algorithms
community for combinatorial graph primitives [34, 48].
Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) show promise within
their target domains, e.g., PyTorch and TensorFlow for neural networks [8, 15], Halide for image processing computations [62], GraphIt for graph computations [77], and TACO
for tensor kernels [49]. However, it is widely appreciated
that the decision to develop or adopt a DSL involves a complex set of tradeoffs in productivity, integration into existing
software systems, extensibility, and ultimately, development
costs [57]. This state of affairs suggests that, in practice, developers will need a spectrum of solutions including, but not
limited to, DSLs.
Within that context, our proposed approach is to broaden
the scope of domain specific languages to Discipline-Aware
Languages (DiALs), as illustrated in Figure 1. Specifically,

we introduce a data-scientist-oriented programming model,
Intrepydd, which aims to deliver high performance, productivity, and portability for writing kernels in different domains
in the data science discipline while also making it possible
to easily target post-Moore hardware. Intrepydd’s design is
based on Python syntax, given its broad popularity.2 However, Intrepydd differs from Python in significant ways. First,
it is a language for only writing computational kernels, and
not for writing complete applications. Second, code generated from Intrepydd programs can be invoked from a Python
application (with the -host=python mode) or from a C++
application (with the -host=cpp mode) thereby enabling a
larger degree of portability than Python, especially for accelerators and newer hardware platforms that do not support
the Python runtime environment. Third, Intrepydd is designed for ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation and high-level
compiler optimizations of Intrepydd kernels, thereby delivering higher performance relative to base Python, and also to
popular toolchains for AOT and JIT optimization of Python
programs, such as Cython [7, 26] and Numba [11, 51] (Section 4). Finally, the primitives supported in Intrepydd are
designed for data science applications, thereby delivering
productivity but with more generality than is typically available in DSLs.
Intrepydd makes the following major contributions:
1. Intrepydd language definition: Intrepydd adopts Python
syntax with a type system and language constructs
designed for efficient AOT compilation. (Section 3)
2. End-to-end programming system: Our prototype tool
chain supports C++ code generation for Intrepydd kernels with two different modes for the host language.
(Section 4)
3. Use of ahead-of-time compilation to enable high-level
whole-module optimizations: The Intrepydd compiler
integrates extensions of well-known AOT optimizations including loop invariant code motion (LICM),
fusion of element-wise operations on dense arrays,
optimization of sparse array operations, optimization

1 https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/glossary/citizen-
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Figure 1. Moving from Domain Specific Languages (DSLs)
to Discipline Aware Languages (DiALs)

JavaScript, Python is the second most popular language used in
GitHub projects [19].

developer
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of array allocations, and explicit parallelization via a
pfor construct with automatic privatization analysis
for scalar variables. (Section 5)
4. Broad empirical evaluation: We show significant performance improvements in single-core performance
for Intrepydd relative to Python, Cython, and Numba,
for six benchmark applications from the data analytics discipline. Furthermore, we demonstrate multicore
scalability for four of the six benchmarks that use Intrepydd’s pfor construct. We also compare the performance of Julia and Intrepydd on four benchmarks,
three of which were drawn from a commonly used set
of Julia microbenchmarks. (Section 6)
5. Easy access to post-Moore accelerators/architectures: Beyond mainstream multicore CPUs, we show that Intrepydd can also be used to target post-Moore accelerators and novel architectures with relative ease by using
two examples: the memory-centric Emu Chick [39] migratory thread architecture and the MetaStrider sparse
reduction accelerator [67]. (Section 7)

code is compiled to C or C++ automatically wrapped in interface code, so as to produce extension modules that can be
loaded and used by regular Python code using the import
statement. Parallel execution of Cython code is limited by
the Python global interpreter lock (GIL) unless the GIL is
explicitly disabled. However, Python data structures, such as
Lists and Dicts, cannot be modified when the GIL is disabled,
making it necessary for the programmer to have working
knowledge of C and C++ data structures, thereby reducing Cython’s programmability. Unlike Numba (see below),
Cython does not try to compile any library calls like NumPy
or apply any fusing optimizations. Instead, it just invokes
the Python interpreter to handle the calls.
2.3

2.4

Background

Ahead-of-Time Compilation

Ahead-of-Time (AOT) compilation statically translates a
source language program into a target language program
prior to program execution. AOT compilation usually allows
for longer compilation times than JIT compilation, and can
thereby apply more complex and advanced program transformations. The rationale for this approach is that AOT compilation time is typically assumed to be amortized over multiple
runs of the compiled program, whereas JIT compilation time
is added to the execution time of each run. The classical
drawbacks of AOT compilation relative to JIT compilation
are two-fold: it is harder to exploit runtime information,
and AOT’s longer compile-times can affect productivity in
interactive compile-debug scenarios.

In this section, we briefly discuss background information
on frameworks and tools in the Python ecosystem that are
most relevant to this paper. We review related work in more
detail in Section 8.
2.1 NumPy Arrays
NumPy is a core library for scientific computing in Python [6].
A NumPy array ndarray is an N -dimensional container of
items of the same type and size. The number of dimensions
and items in an array is defined by its shape, which is a tuple
of N non-negative integers that specify the sizes of each
dimension. The array data is stored in a contiguous block of
memory using primitive data types.
2.2

Numba

Numba [11] is a Just-in-Time (JIT) compiler, implemented
as a Python library, that translates a subset of Python and
NumPy code into fast machine code. Python kernels that
are to be accelerated are annotated with the @jit keyword,
and, optionally, the type information for arguments and the
return type. Numba, by default, follows a lazy compilation
strategy where the kernel is compiled to machine code and
interfaced with the Python code the first time it is called.
Numba can operate in two modes, object mode, which handles all values as python objects by utilizing the Python C
API, and nopython mode, which does not access the Python
C API. The nopython mode produces more performant code.
However, it requires that all types in the kernel be inferable
by the Numba compiler. Numba’s parallelism is limited by
the same GIL issue as Cython.

These results show the potential for advancing the state of
the art in high productivity languages like Python and Julia
by using the Intrepydd approach for computational kernels.
The importance improving the performance of Pythonlike high-productivity programming has been underscored
by many, including in the 2018 Turing Lecture by John Hennessy3 and David Patterson. The remainder of our paper
elaborates on aspects of the Intrepydd vision that have already been realized toward such a goal and outlines where
we hope to go next.

2
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2.5

Cython

Domain Specific Languages

A Domain-Specific Language (DSL) is a programming language specialized to an application domain. Within their
target domains, DSLs provide higher-level abstractions with
simpler syntax than general-purpose languages and enable
high performance on multiple computer architectures. DSL
compilers can perform high-level program optimizations by
taking advantage of the domain-specific knowledge that is

Cython is a compiled language that is typically used to generate CPython extension modules [7]. Annotated python-like
3 At

38m0s in the lecture, John Hennessy stated the following related to
optimization of Python programs: “I’ve worked on compilers ... where a
factor of 2x makes you a star ... if you get ... a factor of 23x, you’ll be a hero.”
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Table 1. Intrepydd Language Summary

specified by programmers (i.e., domain experts) via DSL language constructs. However, as mentioned earlier, the use of a
DSL has multiple limitations when it needs to be integrated
with existing software systems [57].

3

Typed function definition
def func(prms) -> rt:
body

Language Definition

To address the goals and motivations discussed in Section 1,
Intrepydd builds on an AOT-compilable subset of Python
with extensions for matrix, tensor, graph, and deep learning computations that expose opportunities for high level
compiler optimizations.
Intrepydd is intended for writing kernel functions, not
complete or main programs, thereby limiting the compiletime overhead of AOT compilation. Instead, code generated
from Intrepydd programs can be integrated within a Python
application (with the host=python mode) or a C++ application (with the host=cpp mode).
A brief summary of the Intrepydd language definition is
shown in Table 1. (Section 4 indicates which of these languages are fully supported by our prototype tool chain, and
which are still in progress.) Intrepydd supports the following statement types, which are familiar to all Python and
C/C++ programmers: assignment statements, return statements, sequential for and while loops with break and continue statements, conditional if / elif / else statements, and
calls to user-defined and built-in functions. Intrepydd also
supports the following operators:
•
•
•
•

Optional type annotations for variable declarations
var : ty
var : List(ty)
var : Dict(ty)
var : Array(ty, n)
var : SparseMat(ty)
var : Heap(ty)

arithmetic operators:4 +, -, *, /, //, **, @
comparison operators: ==, !=, <, >, <=, >=
logical operators: and, or, not
membership operators: in

for tar in iterable:
body

• tar : Variable to store iterable item
• iterable: List/Array of items to iterate
• range(st, ed, sp) for numeric List
• body: Statements for loop body

while cond:
body

• cond: Condition to continue loop
• body: Statements for loop body

if cond:
bodyT
else:
body F

• cond: Condition to be evaluated
• bodyT : Statements when cond is True
• body F : Statements when cond is False
• else part is optional

break / continue

• Terminate loop / skip iteration
Parallel statement

pfor tar in iterable:
body

• Parallel loop
• tar , iterable, body: Same as for loop

async:
body

• Asynchronous task
• body: Statements for task body

finish:
body

• Finish statement
• body: Statements for finish scope

isolated:
body

• Isolated statement
• body: Statements for isolated scope

Assignment and function call statement

Data Types

Intrepydd currently supports the following data types, selected for their suitability for data analytics applications and
efficient AOT compilation:
• Boolean types. A Boolean (bool) value can be either
True or False.
• Numeric types. 32/64-bit integers (int32, int64);
32/64-bit floating-point numbers (float32, float64).
• Sequence types. List(type) is a mutable sequence
of homogeneously typed items designed for efficient
execution when the sequence size can vary. Note that
this is different from Python’s List which can store heterogeneous items. Array(type) is a mutable indexed
4 The

• var : Variable
• ty: Data type annotation
• List, Dict: List and hash table
• Array: Dense n-dimensional array
• SparseMat: Sparse matrix
• Heap: Support push/pop/peek

Control flow statement

As indicated at the top of Table 1, an important difference between Intrepydd and Python is the requirement that
function definitions include types for parameters and return
values. This is one of the key features that enable AOT compilation. The following subsections discuss Intrepydd’s key
features in more detail.
3.1

• func: Function name
• prms: Parameters with types
• rt: Type annotation for return value
• body: Statements for function body

var = expr

• var : Variable to store result of expr
• expr : Expresson to be evaluated
• Conform to standard Python

expr

• expr : Expression (function call)

collection of homogeneously typed items designed for
efficient execution when the sequence size is fixed.
• Sparse Types. A SparseMat (SparseMat(type)) is a
2-D sparse matrix of homogeneously typed items.
• Array shapes: As with NumPy arrays, Array(type)
and SparseMat(type) have shape attributes that specify an array’s rank and dimension sizes. For array A,

last three are floor-div, power, and matmult operators.
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is far simpler than using Python’s multiprocessing package [4] to execute loop iterations in parallel. Further, the
programming system takes care of creating private copies of
scalar variables like temp, without requiring the programmer
to add special annotations (as is necessary in most parallel
programming systems, e.g., OpenMP [59]).
The main conditions for a pfor-loop to be eligible for
parallel execution are as follows.

# Double each element of array A
pfor i in range(A.shape[0]):
temp = 2 * A[i]
A[i] = temp

Listing 1. An example of using pfor (parallel for)
functions ndim(A) and shape(A,n) are provided to obtain A’s dimensionality and the size of the n-th dimension, respectively. In addition, inter-node data distributions (as in the Chapel [30] and X10 [31] languages)
can be specified in the shape attribute for mapping on
to distributed-memory parallel machines.
• Mapping Types. Dict(type) maps a hashable key to
a value. Currently, only boolean and numeric types are
supported as keys. Any Intrepydd type is permitted as
values.
• Heap Types. Heap(type) is a tree-based data structure in which the tree is a complete binary tree. Both
Max-Heaps and Min-Heaps are provided. Heaps are
commonly used in graph analytics.
3.2

• The loop should have no cross-iteration dependences
on array variables. For example, if 2*A[i] in the above
loop is replaced by 2*A[i-1], the loop will no longer
be eligible for parallelization since there can be a race
condition between (say) the write of A[0] in iteration
i=0 and the read of A[0] in iteration i=1. The user
must verify this condition.
• The loop should have no read-after-write (flow) crossiteration dependences on scalar variables. Listing 1
has no cross-iteration dependences on scalar variable,
temp, since the value of temp is written and read in the
same iteration. The compiler will check this condition.
In addition, Intrepydd borrows the async and finish
constructs for structured task parallelism from the X10 language [31], which are also not available in Python or C++.
The async S 1 statement creates an asynchronous task that
can execute S 1 in parallel with computations that follow
the async statement. A finish S 2 statement performs all
computations within S 2 and only completes when all of S 2 ’s
computations, including all async tasks created within S 2 ,
have completed. Both async and finish statements can be
arbitrarily nested. We assume that each Intrepydd function
has an implicit finish scope for the function body so that all
its asynchronous tasks must complete before the function
can return. Finally, the isolated construct supports mutual
exclusion among async tasks [41].

Type Inference

The Intrepydd data types listed above are inferred automatically for local variables and expressions, based on the type
declarations required for function parameters and return
values. A simple form of type inference is performed by
observing the following rules:
1. Type inference begins with a set of constants such as
boolean or numeric constants.
2. Assignment unifies the types of its left- and right-hand
side values.
3. Information discovered in the program later can be
used to retroactively fill in placeholders in previously
unresolved types.
4. The number of dimensions for dense and sparse arrays
is inferred together with element type when statically
analyzable.

3.4

Library Functions

Intrepydd currently supports basic built-in functions and
limited classes of numerical library functions, which will
be extended in future versions. The majority of Intrepydd
library functions are wrappers for standard Python libraries,
such as NumPy [6], while the current implementations do not
include much platform-specific optimization, as one might
see in OpenBLAS or BLIS [21, 72].
As a part of Intrepydd language specifications, all library
functions include type annotations and the def/use relations
among input arguments and return variables. For elementwise operations and a class of linear-algebra functions, perelement dataflow and computational information are also
provided as function summary information. For instance, 2-D
matrix-matrix multiply matmult has the following summary:

If a variable’s type cannot be inferred, the Intrepydd compiler will generate a compile-time error message requesting
the programmer to add explicit type declarations for the
variable by using Python’s PEP 484 type annotation with
the “var: Type” syntax. As mentioned in Table 1, these annotations are optional in general; some programmers may
choose to add them for improved documentation. However,
they can occasionally become necessary in the cases when
type inference fails.
3.3

Onward! ’20, November 18–20, 2020, Virtual, USA

Parallel Statements

Intrepydd introduces a parallel-for (pfor) loop statement,
which is not available in Python or C++. A simple example
appears in Listing 1. Observe that sequential for-loops that
are eligible for parallelization can be converted to parallel
loops in Intrepydd by replacing “for” by “pfor”. Doing so

• Arguments – A1 , A2 : Array(double, 2)
• Return – R: Array(double, 2)
• Dataflow – Use(A1 [i, ∗], A2 [∗, j]) to Def(R[i, j])
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Table 2. Intrepydd library functions for numerical computations

Python programmer’s view

main.py

Reduction
b = reduce(A)

• sum, prod, min, max, argmin, argmax,
any, all, allclose, where
• A: Array; b: Scalar

C = la(A)

• abs, minus, isnan, isinf, not, sqrt, exp,
cos, sin, tan, acos, asin, atan, copy
• A, B: Array

Python C++
Extensions
compiler

= sparse(S, A)
= sparse(S, a)
= sparse(A, S)
= sparse(a, S)

C++
codegen

Native C++
compiler
Host=cpp
runtime

Figure 2. Design of the Intrepydd compilation pipeline
6. Array allocation and slicing optimization (Section 5.3)
7. Loop parallelization (Section 5.4)
8. LICM during C++ code generation (Section 5.1)

• transpose, matmult (general),
innerprod (1D×1D), matvect (2D×1D),
vectmat (1D×2D), matmat (2D×2D),
syrk, syr2k, symm, trmm, lu, ludcmp
• A, B, C: Array

In Step 1, the type and dimensionality of local variables and
expressions are inferred based on type annotations on the
function parameters (Section 3.2). The conversion in Step 2
is performed on-the-fly as an extension to Step 1. Analogous
to Python’s magic methods [1], arithmetic, comparison, and
logical operators can be performed on both scalar and array
types. When type inference (Section 3.2) detects an array
type in an operator’s arguments, the operator is converted
into its corresponding library calls (Section 3.4), e.g., arithmetic: a + b into add(a, b), comparison: a == b into eq(a,
b), and logical: a and b into logical_and(a, b).
The program dataflow and dependence analyses (Step 3)
provide legality constraints for loop and statement reordering transformations including privatization analysis for parallelization, and the precision of these analyses depends on
the precision of their underlying def/use analysis. Analogous
to Python, the Intrepydd language has simple def/use semantics for local variables, while def/use information of library
function arguments is represented as per-function dataflow
relations as part of the language specification (Section 3.4).
After Step 3, the toolchain performs a sequence of high-level
code optimizations which are described in Sections 5.1–5.4.
In the final step, C++ code is generated from the optimized
AST, and compiled into a binary module that can be called
by the host program.

• spm_add, spm_mul, spmv, spmm,
spmm_dense (return dense array)
• S: SparseMat; A: Array; a: Scalar
• X : SparseMat or Array

• Computation – R[i, j] = Σk A1 [i,k] × A2 [k, j]
The function summary information is used for type inference, dependence analysis, and static optimizations in the
Intrepydd compiler (Section 5.2).
Table 2 shows a brief summary of Intrepydd library functions for numerical computations. Note that scalar versions
of all element-wise functions are also supported, e.g., b =
sqrt(a) for scalar variables a and b.

4

kernel.so

Host=python
runtime

• add, sub, mul, maximum, pow, div, log,
eq, neq, lt, gt, le, ge,
logical_and, logical_or, logical_not
• A, B, C: Array; a, b: Scalar

Sparse function
X
X
X
X

main.cpp

Static
Optimizations

Linear algebra
C = la(A, B)

C++ programmer’s view

frontend

Element-wise binary function
C = binary(A, B)
C = binary(A, b)
C = binary(a, B)

kernel.pydd

kernel.cpython.so
(Python C module)

Element-wise unary function
B = unary(A)

Intrepydd
code (shared)

Compilation Pipeline

We have built an end-to-end compilation pipeline for Intrepydd, as illustrated in Figure 2. Since the Intrepydd language is based on Python, the toolchain for this pipeline
is built on top of the Python Typed AST package [18]. In
this prototype toolchain, the Intrepydd source file (.pydd)
is parsed to the typed_ast.ast3 Abstract Syntax Tree (AST)
with type annotations, on which the following compiler analyses and optimizations are performed in the static optimization phase:
1. Type and dimensionality inference
2. Array operator conversion into library calls
3. Dataflow and dependence analysis
4. Loop invariant code motion (LICM, Section 5.1)
5. Dense/sparse function fusion (Section 5.2)

4.1

Intrepydd Constructs Currently Unsupported
by the Prototype Toolchain

Our prototype toolchain supports most, but not all, of Intrepydd’s language constructs described in Section 3. In this
section, we briefly summarize the Intrepydd constructs that
are not supported by the current prototype used to obtain
the experimental results reported in Section 6. However,
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full support for these constructs is currently active work in
progress:

In [14]: %%writefile opt.pydd
#
. dd
def update_centers(k: int64, X: Array(float64, 2), y: Array(int64)) \
-> Array(float64, 2):
m = shape(X, 0) #
e:
64
d = shape(X, 1) #
e:
64
centers = zeros((k, d), float64())
counts = zeros(k, int64())

• The following operators are currently not supported
for arrays. The workaround that can be used right
now is to manually convert these array operators into
their corresponding library calls in the source code,
instead of relying on the Intrepydd compiler to do the
conversion.
– arithmetic operators: // (floor-div), ** (pow)
– comparison operators: ==, !=, <, >, <=, >=
– logical operators: and, or, not
– membership operators: in
• The toolchain currently uses the compressed sparse
row (CSR) format [38, 65] for all SparseMat instances,
though the language definition allows for the use of
other formats as well.
• With respect to parallel constructs, the current prototype supports pfor in host=cpp mode , but support
for async, finish and isolated is still in progress as
is support for pfor in host=python mode.
4.2

# S
each c
d a e f
each c
# a d c
he
be
f
for i in range(m):
c = y[i] #
e:
64
counts[c] += 1
for j in range(d):
centers[c, j] += X[i, j]

e
e

c

e

# D
de he
b
he
be
f
#
ge
he a e age
for c in range(k):
n_c = counts[c] #
e:
64
for j in range(d):
centers[c, j] /= n_c
ret rn centers
# e f
Overwriting opt.pydd
In [15]: !../pyddc opt.pydd # Compile using Intrepydd

In [16]: import opt
update_centers = opt.update_centers
kmeans(points, k, starting_centers=points[[0, 187], :], max_steps=50, ve
rbose=Tr e)
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration
iteration

Python Host

In this mode, the host program is written in Python and the
pydd source file is eventually compiled to a Python C module
which can directly be imported in the host program.
Intrepydd’s data structures are backed by the pybind11
framework [14], so all argument passing policies and limitations are inherited. For example, when passing arguments
from Python code to Intrepydd code, Lists and Dictionaries
are passed by value and NumPy arrays are passed by reference. This implies that a copy operation is performed when
passing a List or a Dictionary from the Python code to the
Intrepydd code. The same conversion also takes place when
returning a List or Dictionary from Intrepydd to the Python
host. Primitive types are also passed by value.
Third-party Python packages other than NumPy are not
yet supported. A data structure from these packages must be
convertible to NumPy arrays to be accessible in Intrepydd
code. For example, during our benchmarking we used this
mechanism to pass a scipy.sparse matrix into Intrepydd
using its underlying NumPy array representations.
4.3
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1 WCSS =
2 WCSS =
3 WCSS =
4 WCSS =
5 WCSS =
6 WCSS =
7 WCSS =
8 WCSS =
9 WCSS =
10 WCSS =
11 WCSS =
12 WCSS =
13 WCSS =
14 WCSS =
15 WCSS =
16 WCSS =
17 WCSS =
18 WCSS =
19 WCSS =
20 WCSS =
21 WCSS =
22 WCSS =

417330.20399161614
241221.83691647876
227001.55370897506
225040.6824369842
224791.5775773802
224751.636111681
224744.82214507577
224743.13807689323
224742.7389964789
224742.6256260888
224742.5827842403
224742.5683493433
224742.56518699724
224742.5632137702
224742.5629567264
224742.56250036048
224742.56192824699
224742.56161207613
224742.56124801026
224742.5608175248
224742.56051294535
224742.560381938

Out[16]: array([0, 0, 1, ..., 0, 1, 1])

In [17]: %lpr n -f kmeans kmeans(points, k, starting_centers=points[[0, 187], :],
max_steps=50)
In [18]: update_centers, compute_d2 = update_centers__0, compute_d2__0
t_0 = %timeit -o kmeans(points, k, starting_centers=points[[0, 187], :],
max_steps=50)
update_centers, compute_d2 = opt.update_centers, compute_d2__0
t_opt = %timeit -o kmeans(points, k, starting_centers=points[[0, 187],
:], max_steps=50)
print("\n==> Speedup is ~ :.2f x".format(t_0.average / t_opt.average))
1.26 s ± 53 ms per loop (mean ± std. dev. of 7 runs, 1 loop each)
635 ms ± 20.8 ms per loop (mean ± std. dev. of 7 runs, 1 loop each)
==> Speedup is ~1.98x

Figure 3. Example of using Intrepydd in a Jupyter notebook.
Intrepydd interoperates with standard tools, such as profilers
and timers as shown here.

C++ Host

This mode caters to C++ host programs, and the .pydd
source file is compiled to a static or shared library which
the host program can link with. There is no conversion between Intrepydd’s data structures and C++ data structures.
Instead, the generated C++ code for Arrays, Dictionaries
and Lists relies on pure C++11 implementations built on top
of the C++ Standard Template Library without any dependence on Python headers. The lack of Python dependence
makes Intrepydd suitable for performant and portable application implementations on experimental architectures that

may lack Python support. Additionally, this mode supports
the pfor parallelization construct by generating OpenMP
parallel for code [59]. Code generation support for async
and finish is currently under development.
4.4

Interactive Mode

4.4.1 Using Intrepydd in Jupyter Notebooks. In the
host=python mode, an Intrepydd program can work with
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standard Python tools like Jupyter notebooks [50]. Taking
inspiration from scientific laboratory notebooks, a Jupyter
notebook is an interactive and programmable document format that allows end-user analysts to mix documentation,
code, and the output of code (e.g., visualizations). Its goal is
to help analysts create and easily share reproducible computational workflows.
Jupyter notebooks are an especially important target environment for Intrepydd because of its widespread use in
science and industry. For instance, astronomers working on
the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), which will produce terabytes of data every night after its planned launch
in 2022, are doing much of their frontend development with
Jupyter notebooks.5 Also, commercial companies like Netflix are using and investing heavily in Jupyter, as well as
designing extensions that allow their analysts the ability to
seamlessly transition interactive notebooks into production
pipelines.6 And growth and interest have been increasing
rapidly. There were 2.5 million individual Jupyter notebooks
on GitHub in 2018, and it has been observed that during the
four-year periods from 2016 to 2019, the number of GitHub
repositories for which Jupyter is the primary “language” has
doubled every year.7
Thus, interoperability of Intrepydd with Jupyter has the
potential to impact many end-user analysts. Figure 3 shows
how easy it is to use Intrepydd in a Jupyter notebook. The
Jupyter code cell labeled In [14] creates an Intrepydd function and writes it to a file. Cell In [15] compiles the Intrepydd function. There are two parts to compiling an Intrepydd function (discussed in Section 6.6): 1) translating
Intrepydd to C++, which is relatively quick (under 0.5 seconds for the examples that we evaluated), and 2) compiling
the generated C++ code, which incurs the usual overhead
of invoking a C++ compiler (6 to 12 seconds for the examples that we evaluated). Cell In [16] shows how the Intrepydd module can be imported, and update_centers in
the host Python program can be set to refer to the compiled
Intrepydd code. The rest of the Python program can then
invoke update_centers as though it was a Python function.
Lastly, cells In [17] and In [18] invoke standard Python
profiling and benchmarking tools, which reinforces how Intrepydd maintains interoperability with the tools Python
programmers already know.

1
2
3
4

# Original Intrepydd code
# def foo(a: Array(), b: Array(), c: Array()) -> Array():
#
d = sqrt(abs(a)) / b * c.T
#
return d

5
6
7
8

# Automatically generated import statements
from pydd_types import Array
from numpy import sqrt, abs

9
10
11
12
13

# Original Intrepydd code is now executable as Python code
def foo(a: Array(), b: Array(), c: Array()) -> Array():
d = sqrt(abs(a)) / b * c.T
return d

Listing 2. Converting an Intrepydd code into Python code
for debug support.
provides a mode to convert an Intrepydd program to a functionally equivalent Python version, which facilitates sourcelevel debugging and tracing. In this mode, the Intrepydd
function is executed as a normal Python program. Though
this mode does not provide the performance benefits of C++
code generation from Intrepydd programs, it enables the user
to debug their code on a smaller dataset without having to
explicitly maintain both Python and Intrepydd versions of
the code. The main task performed by the Intrepydd compiler to do this conversion is to examine the library functions
used in the Intrepydd function, and generate import statements to map them to their NumPy/SciPy counterparts. If no
such counterpart exists, our own Python implementation is
imported and used. An example of this conversion is shown
in Listing 2.
Another useful capability for performance debugging is
unparsing the AST to Intrepydd source code after different
stages in the Intrepydd toolchain. With this capability, a user
can view the transformed code after specific optimizations
are performed by the Intrepydd compiler.

5

High Level Code Optimizations

A major advantage of enabling Ahead-Of-Time (AOT) compilation for Intrepydd programs is that traditional scalar
optimizations can be extended so as to be applied to aggregate operations on higher-level data structures, thereby
resulting in significant execution time improvements. We
describe three optimizations for sequential Intrepydd code in
Sections 5.1–5.3, and also summarize the compiler support
needed for Intrepydd’s parallel pfor construct in Section 5.4.
The techniques described in Sections 5.1–5.4 have been implemented in the current version of the Intrepydd compiler
used to obtain the performance results presented in Section 6.

4.4.2 Debug Support. As mentioned in Section 2, a drawback of AOT compilation (as used by the Intrepydd toolchain)
is that its long compile-times can hurt productivity in interactive compile-debug scenarios. To that end, Intrepydd
5 See

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07196-1, checked on August 13, 2020.
6 https://hub.packtpub.com/how-everyone-at-netflix-uses-jupyternotebooks-from-data-scientists-machine-learning-engineers-to-dataanalysts/
7 See https://octoverse.github.com/, checked on August 13, 2020.

5.1

Loop Invariant Code Motion

Loop invariant code motion (LICM) is a classical code optimization technique that hoists invariant code fragments
out of loops, so that they can be evaluated once instead of
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1
2
3
4
5

1

while frontier.shape(0) > 0:
r_prime = copy(r)
for i in frontier:
p[i] += ((2.0 * alpha) / (1.0 + alpha)) * r[i]
r_prime[i] = 0.0

2
3
4
5

6

6

7

for i in frontier:
for j in range(indptr[i], indptr[i+1]):
dst_idx = indices[j]
update = (((1.0 - alpha) / (1.0 + alpha))
* r[i] / degrees[i])
r_prime[dst_idx] = r_prime[dst_idx] + update
r = r_prime
frontier = where(r >= degrees*epsilon and degrees > 0)

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1
2
3
4
5
7

Listing 3. Intrepydd code fragment extracted from
PR-Nibble benchmark
2
3
4
5
6

Array<double>* foo(Array<double>* xs) {
...
for (int i = 0; i < pydd::shape(xs, 0); i += 1) {
for (int j = 0; j < pydd::shape(xs, 1); j += 1) {
a = xs.data()[i*pydd::shape(xs, 1)+j];
...

Listing 5. Baseline C++ code generated from listing 4

6

1
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8

Array<double>* sum_2d(Array<double>* xs) {
double* data = xs.data();
int shape1 = pydd::shape(xs, 1);
double a;
for (int i = 0; i < pydd::shape(xs, 0); i += 1) {
for (int j = 0; j < pydd::shape(xs, 1); j += 1) {
a = data[i*shape1+j];
...

.

def foo(xs: Array(double, 2)) -> double:
...
for i in range(shape(xs, 0)):
for j in range(shape(xs, 1)):
a = xs[i, j]
...

Listing 6. C++ code generated from listing 4 after LICM.
Computation of shape1 and data are hoisted out.
In addition to LICM on operations in an Intrepydd program, the Intrepydd compiler also performs LICM on the
C++ source code that is generated from the Intrepydd program. For example, consider the code fragment in Listing 4
with a simple example of accessing a 2-D array in a nested
loop. While the “a=xs[i, j]” statement does not contain
a loop-invariant computation at the Intrepydd level, it can
result in loop-invariant subcomputations at the C++ level.
A direct translation of this program generates the baseline
code shown in Listing 5. In this code, pydd::shape(xs, i)
returns the i-th shape of array xs. The expression xs.data()
returns the base pointer of the array. Both of these calls
are loop invariants if the array is not resized of reshaped
inside the loop, but the C++ compiler will not be able to
determine that these library calls are loop invariant in this
case. Instead, the Intrepydd compiler checks that the array
has not be resized or reshaped inside the loop, and, if so, generates the code shown in Listing 6 which hoists xs.data()
and pydd::shape(xs, 1) as loop invariants.

Listing 4. Example of 2-D array access in nested loop
in every iteration of the loop. While the LICM transformation is straightforward to perform on scalar variables, it can
be challenging to identify a loop invariant computation on
aggregate data structures implemented using pointers and
arrays in a standard back-end optimizer like LLVM due to
the inherent imprecision of pointer alias analysis. In contrast,
the Intrepydd language defines clear semantics with respect
to which aggregate variables are referenced/modified at each
program point, including in library calls. Since the Intrepydd
compiler is implemented using a high-level intermediate
representation (IR) at the AST level, this semantics can be
leveraged to enable aggressive LICM optimization of operations on aggregate data structures. We extended a standard
LICM algorithm to make high-level operations (e.g., matrix
operations) amenable to LICM in Intrepydd programs, so
as to enable both statement-level and subexpression-level
code motion. Further details of the algorithm can be found
in Algorithm 1 in Appendix A8 .
Consider the Intrepydd code fragment in Listing 3, which
was extracted from the PR-Nibble benchmark (discussed later
in Section 6). In this example, the entire statement, “update =
(... * r[i] / degrees[i])” (line 10), can be safely hoisted
out of the enclosing for j loop. Likewise, the library calls to
“mul(degrees, epsilon))” and “gt(degrees, 0)” (line 14, 15)
can be hoisted out of the outermost while loop. These LICM
opportunities cannot be realized when code optimization is
performed at the C++ source code level, or at the LLVM IR
level used by Numba.

5.2

Optimization of Dense and Sparse Array
Computations

A single line of Intrepydd code can contain multiple aggregate operations on dense/sparse arrays. These computations can be optimized as an extension of loop fusion [56]
to enhance data locality and reduce loop iteration overheads. Similar array operator/library optimizations have
been proposed and demonstrated in past work on DSL compilers [52, 54, 61, 69]. Further as part of loop fusion, sparse
array operations bring additional opportunities for partial
dead-code elimination, i.e., skipping computations that are
later multiplied by zero elements of sparse arrays, as seen
in systems like TACO [27, 49, 64]. Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 respectively summarize the optimizations performed for dense
and sparse array operations implemented at the AST level

8 All

appendices are provided in the supplemental document that accompanies this article in the Digital Library.
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# Original statement
# d = sqrt(abs(a)) / b * c.T

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

# Original statement
# t = spm_mul(s, a @ b / x * y)

3
4

v1 = c.T
compatibility_check(a, b, v1)
d = empty([a.shape(0), a.shape(1)], float64())
for i1 in range(a.shape(0)):
for i2 in range(a.shape(1)):
# Scalarized loop body
d[i1,i2] = sqrt(abs(a[i1,i2])) / b[i2] * v1[i1,i2]

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Listing 7. Code generation for dense operation fusion on
input Intrepydd statement, d = sqrt(abs(a)) / b * c.T
to improve data locality.

compatibility_check(s, a, b, x, y)
t = empty_spm([s.shape(0), s.shape(1)], float64())
for (row, col, val) in s.nonzero_elements():
# Scalarized loop body
v1 = 0.0
for i1 in range(a.shape(1)):
v1 += a[row,i1] * b[i1,col]
spm_set_item(t, val*v1 / x[row,col] * y[col], row, col)

Listing 8. Code generation for sparsity optimization of Intrepydd statement, t = spm_mul(s, a @ b / x * y).
Redundant computations that multiply 0 are eliminated.

in the Intrepydd compiler. We are unaware of any past work
that has explored these optimizations for Python-related
languages like Intrepydd.

shape of sparse arrays) for all child nodes of given statement.
The inferred sparsity information is used in the legality and
profitability conditions to identify fusible sub-trees during
the tree traversal and to create the loop nests that iterate
over non-zero elements during the code generation step.
As an example, Listing 8 shows an example of the sparsity
optimization, where s is a sparse array and the result is stored
in t. In the original statement, sparse matrix s multiplies
a compound expression a @ b / x * y which stands for
the matmult of 2-D array a and b divided by 2-D array x
and then multiplying 1-D array y. A naive evaluation of this
expression will evaluate a @ b / x * y first and then evaluate
the multiplication by s, which can introduce many redundant
computations when s is sparse. However, our optimized code
in Listing 8 only computes a[row,i1] * b[i1,col] products
for nonzero (row,col) elements in s.

5.2.1 Dense Element-wise Operation Fusion. The goal
of this optimization is to fuse element-wise operations that
operate on arrays with the same rank (# dimensions) and
shape. We briefly summarize our algorithm here, and the
complete algorithm can be found in Algorithm 2 in Appendix A. Given an AST statement node of interest, our algorithm first infers the data type and # dimensions of all child
nodes, based on library information (Section 3.4). Then it
performs tree traversal to identify fusible sub-trees, which
satisfy legality and profitability conditions. The code generation step converts sub-trees into explicit loop nests with
scalarized loop bodies.
Listing 7 shows the code generated by this optimization
pass for the input Intrepydd statement, “d = sqrt(abs(a)) /
b * c.T”. First, the array shapes are checked for compatibility
by a runtime call (compatibility_check) and then explicit
loops are generated for this expression. Evaluation of c.T,
the transpose of c, is split as an unfusible expression, which
is assigned to a new variable v1.

5.3

Memory Optimization

We perform two kinds of memory optimization. The first is
an allocation optimization, where we try to reuse an allocated
array across multiple array variables. Listing 9 shows an example of such an optimization. Note that for cases where
the original allocation zeros out the allocated memory, an
additional call will need to be inserted to fill the memory
space with zeros before reusing the space. Eliminating redundant allocations also reduces reference count management
overhead. This optimization is performed at the Intrepydd
AST level. Further details of the algorithm can be found in
Algorithm 4 in Appendix A.
The second memory optimization focuses on a “strength
reduction” that replaces slice objects used as arguments to
library calls by raw pointers when possible to do so to avoid
the overhead of creating an object for the slice. This optimization assumes the availability of a variant of the library
call in C++ that takes a pointer as an argument instead of
the slice object. To perform this optimization, our compiler
generates code to compute the data pointer and the shape of
the slice and pass them to the variant of the library call which
accepts raw pointers and shapes. Note that this optimization
is performed during C++ code generation.

5.2.2 Sparsity Optimizations. The major benefit of dense
optimization is data locality improvements and reduction of
loop overheads, while sparse optimization can also remove
a large amount of computations arising from (partial) deadcode elimination, e.g., by skipping computations of terms
that will be multiplied by zero elements in sparse arrays.
Our current approach focuses on optimizing sequences of
three classes of operations: 1) sparse element-wise multiply
operations (spm_mul), 2) dense element-wise operations, and
3) additional linear algebra functions (matmult, syrk, syr2k).
The extension to general sparse array operations is a subject
for future work and can be addressed by extending techniques used in existing optimization frameworks, such as
TACO [49].
We summarize our algorithm in this section, and the complete algorithm can be found in Algorithm 3 in Appendix A.
Overall, our sparse optimization algorithm is analogous to
the dense algorithm, while it also analyzes the sparsity (i.e.,
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1
2
3
4
5

that there is no loss in productivity relative to current approaches, since Intrepydd’s requirement for declaring types
of function parameters and return values is also shared by
Cython (which imposes additional limitations as well) and by
Numba. Finally, we claim that Intrepydd offers more portability than current approaches, since different code versions
can be generated from the same Intrepydd source code using
the host=python and host=cpp modes.

# Original code
# while it < max_iter:
#
a = b + c # all 2D arrays
#
d = zeros_like(a)
#
...

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

a = empty_like(b)
d = empty_like(a)
while it < max_iter:
add(b, c, out=a)
fill(d, 0)
...

6.1

Loop Parallelization

As described in Section 3, the Intrepydd programmer can use
the pfor construct to indicate that there are no loop-carried
dependences on non-scalar variables. For convenience, dependence checking and privatization for scalar variables are
automated in the Intrepydd compilation framework. Parallel
code is generated for pfor loops via OpenMP [59] pragmas
in the C++ codegen phase, and the results of scalar privatization analysis are used to identify private variables for
correct parallel execution. We implement standard dataflow
analyses to 1) check for live-in (upward exposed) uses of
scalar variables, which indicate a loop-carried dependence
thereby disabling parallel code generation for the pfor loop,
and 2) identify variables for inclusion in OpenMP’s private
clause and live-out variables for inclusion in OpenMP’s
lastprivate clause. According to OpenMP semantics, each
thread works with local copies of variables specified in the
private and lastprivate clauses. If a variable is specified
in a lastprivate clause, the final value from the thread executing the last loop iteration is copied back to the original
variable on exit from the pfor loop.
Looking at the simple pfor example in Listing 1, our data
flow analysis for scalar variable temp can determine that it’s
neither live-in nor live-out, which implies that the loop can
execute in parallel if temp is added to the private clause:

6.2

Experimental Setup

All single-core experiments were performed on a dedicated
machine with dual Intel Xeon Silver 4114 CPUs with 10 physical cores per CPU socket, running at a constant 2.2 GHz with
192 GB of main memory. Intel Turbo Boost was disabled. Our
baseline for benchmark comparison is Python version 3.7.6.
All C/C++ code generated by Intrepydd (in host=python
mode) and Cython (version 0.29.15) was compiled with GCC
7.5.0 using optimization level O3. The Numba (version 0.48)
and Cython benchmark source codes were written with programmability similar to that of Intrepydd, without any additional hand optimizations. For Cython benchmarks, all kernel
functions were annotated with @cython.boundscheck(False)
and @cython.wraparound(False), while for Numba, all functions were annotated with @jit(nogil=True, nopython=
True). Each benchmark was compiled once and executed
11 times (with each run being launched as a new process,
which included dynamic optimization only in the case of
Numba). The execution times reported for each data point
is the average latency of the later 10 runs from the set of
11 (the first run was omitted in the average). The primary

#pragma omp for private(i, temp)

6

Benchmarks

Given the focus of Intrepydd on the data analytics area, we
examined a set of publicly available data analytics applications written by data scientists in Python, and selected for
use in a recent DARPA program. Since the primary contribution of the current Intrepydd implementation is to generate
improved code, rather than to improve libraries, we expect
significant performance improvements primarily for applications with execution times that are not dominated by calls to
native libraries. We selected five of these applications for use
as benchmarks (bigCLAM, changepoint, ipnsw, PR-Nibble,
sinkhorn-wmd). For completeness, a sixth benchmark (ISTA)
was also selected which spends significant time in NumPy
libraries, even though we do not expect significant performance improvements for such programs.
The benchmarks are summarized in Table 3 (which includes citations with links to publicly available source code
repositories), and span three different domains in the data
analytics area – graph analytics, machine learning, and natural language processing. We are unaware of any single DSL
that covers all three domains, where as Intrepydd can be
used for all of them given its goal to be a DiAL that covers
the data analytics area more broadly.

Listing 9. Code generation example for allocation optimization for original Intrepydd code shown at the top. Now allocated memory is recycled for every loop iteration instead of
allocating every time.
5.4
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Experimental Results

In this section, we present an empirical evaluation of our
implementation of the Intrepydd tool chain. Based on the
results and their explanations included below, we conclude
that the Intrepydd approach can deliver notable performance
benefits relative to current approaches available to Python
programmers for improved performance, namely Cython
and Numba; further, these benefits are especially significant for Python applications with execution times that are
not dominated by calls to native libraries. We also claim
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Table 3. Benchmarks, with references to GitHub repositories, domains, source lines of code (SLOC) counted using CLOC tool,
and descriptions.
Benchmark

Domain

SLOC

Description

bigCLAM [63]
changepoint [43]
ipnsw [44]
ISTA [45]
PR-Nibble [45]
sinkhorn-wmd [46]

Graph analytics
Graph analytics
Graph analytics
Machine learning
Machine learning
NLP

57
100
91
69
73
52

Overlapping community detection in massive graphs using the BIGCLAM algorithm.
Finds change points of a graph based on node properties
Non-metric Similarity Graphs for Maximum Inner Product Search.
Local graph clustering (LGC) through Iterative shrinkage-thresholding.
Uses Page Rank algorithm to find local clusters without traversing the entire graph .
Computes Word Movers Distance (WMD) using Sinkhorn distances.

Table 4. Average single core execution times (in seconds), and standard deviation of 10 runs (in parentheses) as a percentage
of average execution time, for the baseline Python application and for the primary kernel written in each of baseline Python,
Cython, Numba, unoptimized Intrepydd, and optimized Intrepydd. Kernel execution times include time of native calls from the
main Python program to the kernel function.
Benchmark times

Primary Kernel execution times (seconds)

Benchmark

Python
(Baseline)

Python
(Baseline)

Cython

Numba

Intrepydd
(Unoptimized)

Intrepydd
(Optimized)

bigCLAM
changepoint
ipnsw
ISTA
PR-Nibble
sinkhorn-wmd

12.69 (2.25%)
20.89 (0.71%)
21.07 (0.90%)
30.29 (0.28%)
53.42 (1.23%)
48.17 (0.26%)

12.36 (1.21%)
16.37 (0.65%)
17.44 (1.61%)
27.37 (0.06%)
52.84 (1.18%)
46.44 (0.08%)

11.54 (1.31%)
119.64 (1.13%)
17.03 (2.43%)
26.93 (0.09%)
5.04 (0.45%)
46.82 (0.20%)

4.157 (0.47%)
16.46 (0.48%)
3.21 (0.59%)
30.62 (0.10%)
3.27 (0.36%)
47.03 (0.05%)

2.56 (3.60%)
1.47 (0.22%)
1.68 (0.32%)
79.36 (0.06%)
0.83 (0.84%)
47.61 (0.09%)

1.09 (0.89%)
1.47 (1.23%)
0.79 (0.18%)
18.51 (0.33%)
0.006 (0.42%)
1.22 (0.40%)

kernel execution times were measured at the Python invocation sites, and include any overheads of native function
calls. For single core experiments, each process was pinned
to a single-core in order to maintain a steady cache state and
reduce variations between runs. The normalized standard
deviation for the averaged runs varied between 0.06% and
3.60%.
6.3

Figure 4 shows the performance improvement ratios for
the primary kernels relative to the baseline Python version, using the data in Table 4. When compared to baseline
Python, the optimized Intrepydd version shows improved
performance ratios between 11.1× and 8809.8× for the five
non-library-dominated benchmarks and 1.5× for the librarydominated, ISTA benchmark. These are more significant
improvements than those delivered by Cython and Numba,
thereby supporting our claim that Intrepydd delivers notable performance benefits relative to current approaches
available to Python programmers. Further, optimized Intrepydd did not show a performance degradation in any
case, though Cython and Numba showed degradations in
two cases (changepoint and ISTA). We also note from Table 4
that all but one cases of unoptimized Intrepydd match or exceed the performance of Python. The exception is ISTA, for
which the unoptimized Intrepydd version runs 2.9× slower
than the Python version. As mentioned earlier, ISTA’s performance is dominated by libraries, and this gap arises from
the fact that the performance of the Intrepydd libraries has
not been tuned like the performance of the NumPy libraries.
However, this gap is more than overcome when static optimizations are enabled for the Intrepydd code.
Finally, the impact of progressively adding the optimizations from Sections 5.1-5.3 is shown in Table 5, and demonstrates that all three optimizations can play significant roles

Comparison with Python, Numba, Cython for
Single-core Execution

Table 4 summarizes the results of our performance measurements of different single-core executions of five versions of
each benchmark: baseline Python, Cython, Numba, unoptimized Intrepydd, and optimized Intrepydd. The first Python
column includes execution times for the entire application to
provide a perspective on the fraction of the application time
spent in its primary kernel, which is reported in all successive
columns. All Intrepydd executions were performed using the
host=python mode, i.e., they all started with a Python main
program which calls the automatically generated code from
Intrepydd as an external library. The optimized Intrepydd
version was obtained by applying our implementation of the
LICM, dense/sparse optimizations, and memory optimizations, described in Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. As mentioned
earlier, the execution times for the five versions are for the
primary kernel in each benchmark.
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Figure 4. Single core performance improvements for primary kernels relative to Python baseline (derived from data in Table 4).
Intrepydd offers an order of magnitude performance improvement over Cython and Numba on average.
Table 5. Average single core execution times (in seconds)
for the primary benchmark kernels written in Intrepydd and
compiled with increasing sets of optimizations: unoptimized,
+LICM (Section 5.1), +Sparse/Dense Array optimizations
(Section 5.2), +memory optimizations (Section 5.3).

within a single Python process, our current Intrepydd implementation only supports the pfor construct in the host=cpp
mode. In this section, we present results obtained from parallelization of four of the six benchmarks from the previous
section that were able to use the pfor construct – changepoint, ipnsw, ISTA, and PR-Nibble. In addition to studying
the impact of parallelization, the evaluation in this section
demonstrates how different code versions can be generated
from the same Intrepydd source code using the host=python
mode for results in Section 6.3 and the host=cpp mode for
results in this section.
For parallelization experiments, we used a dual socket Intel
Xeon E-2680 V4 (14 cores per socket) server running at 2.40
GHz with 128 GB main memory. Intel Hyperthreading and
Turbo-boost were disabled. Each benchmark was run using
1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 cores. As before, the timing measurements
were obtained for the primary kernels in the benchmarks
following the methodology described in Section 6.2.
Figure 5 shows a summary of optimized parallel Intrepydd
host=cpp performance compared to single core optimized
Intrepydd host=python on 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 cores. The performance of the 1-core host=cpp version was observed to
be between 0.9x to 1.5x faster than that of the single core
host=python performance (with different C++ code generated in the two cases due to different target libraries).
The benchmarks with outermost level parallelization opportunities (changepoint and ISTA) showed near linear performance scaling with increasing core count; going from a
single core performance of 1.5× and 0.9× respectively to
8× over host=python code when using 16 cores. The ipnsw
benchmark also shows performance gains when using more
cores. However, the impact of parallelization in this kernel is
not as prominent. In the case of PR-Nibble, the performance
increases from 0.9× when using 1 core to 2.1× when using 8
cores. However beyond 8 cores, the thread creation overhead

Primary Kernel execution times (seconds)
Benchmark
bigCLAM
changepoint
ipnsw
ISTA
PR-Nibble
sinkhornwmd

Intrepydd

Intrepydd Intrepydd Intrepydd
(+LICM
(+Array (+Memory
OPT)
OPT)
OPT)

2.558
1.472
1.679
79.362
0.831

2.557
1.469
0.786
18.732
0.114

1.541
1.466
0.786
18.473
0.106

1.086
1.471
0.786
18.509
0.006

47.612

47.395

1.225

1.220

in contributing to performance improvements. For instance,
ipnsw and ISTA benefit mostly from LICM. PR-Nibble benefits significantly from both LICM (0.831sec → 0.114sec), and
even more significantly from memory optimization (0.106sec
→ 0.006sec) which eliminates a large number of dynamic array allocations by instead reusing existing arrays. The major
computation in sinkhorn-wmd is later multiplied by a sparse
array with sparsity that is less than 1%. Thus, the sparse
array optimization efficiently removed several computations
that would have been multiplied by zero, thereby resulting
in a large reduction in kernel execution time (47.395sec →
1.225sec).
6.4

Impact of Parallelization

Intrepydd supports parallelization in the form of user-specified
pfor loops with compiler-supported privatization and code
generation. Given the known challenges of multithreading
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Figure 5. Multi core scalability of Intrepydd for a subset of the benchmarks in host=cpp mode. The Performance Improvement Factor is relative to the single-core execution time in host=python mode. Intrepydd implementations of parallelizable
applications benefit from near linear scalability.
Table 6. Average single core execution times (in seconds)
for Python, Julia and Intrepydd versions of four benchmarks.

exceeds the amount of available work, resulting in a slight
slowdown when compared to the 8 core performance.
6.5

Comparison with Julia

Benchmark

A comparison against Julia has been provided using microbenchmarks from Julia’s official website [16]. The Intrepydd
versions are directly adapted from the Python versions provided by Julia with additional type annotations. Results (using Julia 1.4.1) for the three non-library dominant benchmarks, i.e. fibonacci, quicksort and pi-sum are shown in
table 6.
The micro-benchmark results are comparable to Julia and
show negligible performance improvements over Julia. This
is attributed to their rather simple nature and the lack of
typical complex algebraic expressions that can benefit from
Intrepydd’s optimizations. To illustrate the benefits of Intrepydd’s optimizations, the sinkhorn-wmd benchmark was
converted to idiomatic Julia. Optimized Intrepydd shows two
orders of magnitude improvement over Julia (last row of Table 6). This improvement can be attributed to the automatic
sparsity optimizations applied by Intrepydd, which largely
removed the zero-multiplied computations as discussed in
Section 6.3. The Intrepydd implementation of sinkhorn-wmd
yielded 12.61× fewer instructions according to Hardware
Performance Monitor measurements. As mentioned in Section 1, we believe that the Intrepydd approach for computational kernels is applicable to both Python and Julia, thereby
implying that this performance gap can be reduced if Julia
were to also adopt the ahead-of-time optimizations demonstrated by Intrepydd.
6.6

fibonacci
quicksort
pi-sum
sinkhorn-wmd

Execution Time (seconds)
Python

Julia

Intrepydd

3.75
1.76
0.57
46.44

0.07
0.93
0.01
108.60

0.06
0.80
0.01
1.22

similar methodology as in Section 6.2 (i.e., similar to the single core results) was used to collect these results. As shown
in Table 7, the compile time for an Intrepydd program is
broken into the time taken by the Intrepydd compiler (implemented in Python) to generate C++ code, and the time taken
by the underlying C++ compiler to generate the CPython
module. The time taken by the Intrepydd compiler to apply
AST optimizations and generate the C++ code was found
to range between 0.2 and 0.5 seconds, a fraction of the time
required by the underlying C++ compiler (6.08s to 12.05s) to
generate a CPython module for the benchmarks evaluated
in this paper. The standard deviation for all benchmarks was
within 1% of the means reported in Table 7.

7

Mapping Intrepydd to Post-Moore
Accelerators and Architectures

In this section, we show that Intrepydd is also a promising
option for future post-Moore hardware, in addition to the
performance benefits for current multicore CPU processors
shown in Section 6. The International Roadmap for Devices
and Systems (IRDS) tracks seven application areas that will
drive post-Moore technologies for the semiconductor industry. All seven application areas are limited by memory

Compile Time

In this section, we summarize the overhead of compiling Intrepydd kernels for use by host=python main programs. A
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Figure 7: Pointer chasing performance on Haswell Xeon.

Table 7. Average compile times (in seconds) for the benchmarks broken down into Intrepydd and C++ compile times
for host=python mode.

Benchmark
bigCLAM
changepoint
ipnsw
ISTA
PR-Nibble
sinkhorn-wmd

Compile Time (seconds)
AST Optimizations

Generated C++

0.30
0.21
0.48
0.43
0.33
0.21

7.93
5.73
12.05
7.33
6.08
7.20

Figure 8: Bandwidth utilization of pointer chasing, compared between Sandy Bridge Xeon and Emu (64 nodelets)

Figure 6. Bandwidth utilization of pointer chasing microbenchmark for Sandy Bridge Xeon and Emu processors
(from Figure 8 of [76]).

async and finish. In addition to thread creation, programming for the Emu requires careful distribution of data across
nodelets as well as judicious use of remote memory atomic
operations. These primitives are also supported at a high
level in Intrepydd with extended array shape and isolated
constructs, thereby making it possible for the Intrepydd proFigure
9: Bandwidth
utilizationaccess
of Emu Single
(8 nodelets) with
SpMV Data Layouts
grammer
to easily
theNode
capabilities
ofdi↵erent
a near-memory
processor like the Emu Chick.

latency [20], and future near-memory processors and accelerators hold promise to address this “memory wall” challenge.
However, such processors and accelerators require specialized programming, which may be beyond the reach of the
data scientists we are targeting with Intrepydd. In the following two subsections, we discuss how the Intrepydd approach
can be used to enable generation of performance-portable
code for two examples of forward-looking hardware, the
Emu Chick processor [39] and the MetaStrider [67] accelerator.

7.2

MetaStrider Accelerator for Sparse Reductions

The end of Moore’s Law has sparked a resurgence of interest
in hardware accelerators for sparse matrix computations,
7.1 Emu Chick Near-Memory Processor
most notably for sparse matrix multiplication (SpGEMM),
The Emu Chick is a novel architecture built on the concept
given its central role in a large number of data analytics
of migratory memory-side processing. A key building block
applications. In this section, we demonstrate how Intrepydd
(a) E↵ective bandwidth for the Haswell Xeon
(b) SpMV
Percentage
of STREAM
in its hardware design is a “nodelet” which consists of a Narcan be used to target a research accelerator
for sparse
reducrow Channel DRAM (NCDRAM) memory unit and multiple
tions, MetaStrider
[67].
reductions
account
for over
Figure 10:
SpMV(Sparse
Emu Comparisons
with Haswell
Xeon
lightweight Gossamer cores. This co-location of a memory
half of the execution time for SpGEMM.)
7
unit with processor cores is what makes Emu a near-memory
Given a sparse data stream of key-value pairs, a sparse
processing system. Any thread can access any memory locareduction is performed on values that share the same key. To
tion in the system via the partitioned global address space
motivate the opportunity for hardware acceleration of sparse
(PGAS) model [31]. If the accessed (target) location is in
reductions, consider that memory arrays are organized as
a different nodelet from the thread performing the access,
rows and columns, and are accessed most efficiently when
the Emu Chick migrates the thread to the nodelet containsubsequent requests are served by the same row [68]. This is
ing the datum being accessed. This obviates the need for a
typically the case in applications that operate on dense data
traditional, elaborate cache coherence mechanism.
structures. However, since the keys in sparse data streams
The benefits of near-memory processing with the Emu
exhibit low spatio-temporal locality, conventional cache and
Chick have been demonstrated in past work, e.g., [32, 76].
memory systems suffer from poor performance. In the conAs shown in Figure 6, the results in [76] used a pointer
text of main memory (DRAM), sparse reductions suffer from
chasing microbenchmark with a range of block sizes to show
a high number of DRAM row activations with poor row
that Emu Chick is not only able to utilize a larger fraction
utilization.
of its available memory bandwidth but also does so more
MetaStrider supports multiple instructions at the assembly
consistently for a larger range of block sizes when compared
code level to support sparse reductions. One such instructo a commodity Xeon processor.
tion is a three-operand asynchronous reduction operation
The Emu processor uses an extension of the Cilk mulof the form RED Rk ,Rv , base, where Rk and Rv are registers
tithreaded programming model [29] for its hardware. Cilk
containing the key and value of the record to be reduced, and
is based on the C language, and Cilk threads are created
base refers to the target array to be reduced. Such key-value
and synchronized using the cilk_for, cilk_spawn, and
pairs are asynchronously offloaded by the CPU to the accelcilk_sync C-API calls. These constructs are subsumed by
erator so that it may efficiently perform in-situ reduction in
higher-level language constructs in Intrepydd, namely pfor,
the cache and memory hierarchy. The Intrepydd compiler
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# A and B may be stored in conventional sparse formats or in the
# accelerator format, abstracted as Intrepydd sparse matrix type.
def SpGEMM_OuterProduct(A: SparseMat, B: SparseMat) -> SparseMat:
C = empty_spm(A.shape(0), B.shape(1))
Y = A.getNonZeroColumnIndices()
# Set of valid column indices
Z = B.getNonZeroRowIndices()
# Set of valid row indices
X = sorted(Y & Z)
# Sorted list of valid indices
finish:
for x in X:
colA = A.getCol(x) # List of non-zeros (index, value)
rowB = B.getRow(x) # List of non-zeros (index, value)
for (i, A_ix) in colA:
for (j, B_xj) in rowB:
partial = A_ix * B_xj
async:
isolated:
C[i,j] += partial
return C

The work most closely related to Intrepydd falls roughly
into two broad categories: compilers for Python and tools
targeting high-performance data analytics.
Compiling Python. There are several efforts to compile Python (or some subset), most notably Numba [11],
Cython [7], PyPy [17], Nuitka [10], Shed Skin [12], and
Pyston [13]. Of these, Cython, Nuitka, and Shed Skin are
source-to-source translators from Python to C/C++. PyPy
and Numba use JIT compilation to improve program performance. PyPy is an implementation of Python in Python.
However, it is known to be slow in running NumPy operations since it emulates the CPython C API. There is an
attempt to enable loop-aware optimizations in PyPy’s Tracing JIT [24, 25]. By a pre-processing based on loop peeling,
it makes existing forward-passing optimizers applicable to
loops, including common subexpression elimination (and
hence LICM for given loop) and allocation removal. Note that
these optimizations are performed on the traces of PyPy’s
interpreter execution while Intrepydd applies AOT optimizations including LICM, allocation removal, and dense/sparse
array operator optimizations to the typed Python AST, which
keeps the simple program structure and high-level abstractions of source Intrepydd programs. Numba, implemented as
a Python library, dynamically translates a subset of Python
code into machine code. Numba is the closest to Intrepydd
in terms of goals, but since it is a JIT compiler, it limits the
amount of time allocated for code optimization. Additionally,
since Numba is a Python-based JIT compiler, it cannot be
used in environments where Python is not supported.
While all these efforts aim to improve performance through
generation of native code, to the best of our knowledge, none
of them has leveraged high level semantics to perform the
kinds of code optimizations described in Section 5 for Intrepydd.
Tools for High-performance Data Analytics. The most
important abstraction in data analytics applications is arguably that of linear algebra. In this context, there has been
significant prior work on languages [3, 28, 55], libraries [42,
73, 74], and compilers [49, 64, 66, 70] for optimizing dense
and sparse linear algebra via loop transformations that can
optimize loop nests along with other optimizations. While
some of the library approaches provide a collection of manually optimized kernels [42], they may still leave performance
on the table since they are not able to optimize across different operations. In contrast, the Intrepydd compiler can use
a more global context to fuse sparse and dense operations
across loops. Other library approaches and DSLs [49, 73]
provide frameworks to express compound expressions, and
automatically generate optimized native code for these expressions. These approaches are not as flexible and convenient as the approach taken by Intrepydd, which can generate
optimized code for tasks beyond just dense and sparse tensor
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Figure 7. MetaStrider is able to significantly reduce the number of DRAM row activations for sparse reductions (adapted
from Figure 8a of [67]).
can be extended so that it can automatically generate RED
instructions from code with finish-async-isolated constructs,
as shown in Listing 10.
In addition to generating a RED instruction for the “C[i,j]
+= partial” statement in Listing 10, the Intrepydd compiler
can generate an INIT instruction (to initialize the accelerator)
at the start of the finish scope, and an END instruction at
the end of the finish scope which waits for all pending RED
instructions to complete.
The potential benefits of MetaStrider performance were
evaluated in [67] via cycle-accurate simulation, and the results are shown in Figure 7. This evaluation studied the benefits of MetaStrider for SpGEMM workloads and cybersecurity
workloads (Firehose [23]). The baseline for comparison was
set to be a state-of-the-art hashmap-based reducer from the
Kokkos framework [35] executed on a standard memory
system without the MetaStrider accelerator. As shown in
Figure 7, MetaStrider, reduces the number of DRAM row
activations by significant factors (approximately, 9× - 32×)
relative to the baseline. Listing 10 shows that the capabilities
of MetaStrider can be accessed by high level primitives in
Intrepydd, instead of using C-based assembly-level intrinsics which is the standard programming interface for such
accelerators.
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algebra while maintaining a Python-like syntax and being
compatible with both Python and C++ host environments.
Julia [28] is a high-level, high-performance, dynamic programming language designed for high-performance numerical analysis and computational science which, akin to Intrepydd, can be used as a package callable from Python code.
However, Julia at present has a smaller adoption rate for
data analysis applications compared to Python, and differences between Julia and Python syntax may be a barrier
for mainstream data analytics developers. Further, the code
optimization framework in Julia is also based on JIT compilation using LLVM, and faces similar limitations as those
discussed for Numba. The proprietary commercial package,
MATLAB [55], and the open-source functional-language,
R [3], are also popular languages used by data scientists, but
as high-level dynamic languages they lack sufficient performance [28].
In summary, it is worth noting that Intrepydd’s AOT compilation approach for data science kernels can be used in
conjunction with any of the above tool chains. In some cases
(e.g., Python, Julia), the NumPy interfaces supported by Intrepydd can be used directly; in other cases (e.g., MATLAB,
R), Intrepydd’s interfaces will need to be extended to support
the desired tool chain.
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and isolated; extending the optimizations performed by
the Intrepydd compiler; adding support for other libraries
that are used in data analytics such as SciPy [5], PyTorch [8],
and scikit-learn [9]; completing support for post-Moore accelerators and novel architectures; and, extending Intrepydd
to target Python-friendly parallel and distributed runtime
frameworks such as Ray [58]. In addition, our approach complements, rather than precludes, other DSL-oriented and
annotation-oriented techniques, and integration with such
methods is another promising line of work. For instance,
implementations of DSLs can use DiALs for acceleration,
following the abstraction layering methods of systems like
Devito [53], FEniCS [22], and telescoping languages [47].
Similarly, annotation systems with even higher levels of
abstraction than DSLs, which have targeted performance
and verification issues [40, 47, 60], could employ DSLs or
DiALs “under-the-hood.” However, perhaps the most rewarding direction for future work would be the adoption of the
approach outlined in this paper in a context where it can
have a production-level impact on data science application
developers, for any programming system that is prevalent in
data science applications (with Python and Julia being the
most promising candidates).
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Conclusions and Future Work

This paper described the Intrepydd programming system,
which is designed to enable data scientists to write application kernels with high performance, productivity, and portability. It does so through a combination of contributions
that span language design, a prototype tool chain, and highlevel compiler optimizations. The single-core performance
results show significant improvements for Intrepydd relative
to Python, Cython, and Numba. The improvements relative
to Python range from one to nearly four orders of magnitude
(11.1× to 8809.5×) for the five benchmarks that are not library dominated, and even show an improvement of 1.5× for
one library-dominated benchmark, ISTA. We also compared
the performance of Julia and Intrepydd on four benchmarks,
three of which were drawn from a commonly used set of Julia
microbenchmarks with execution times under 1 second for
which Julia and Intrepydd showed comparable performance.
For the fourth longer-running benchmark (sinkhorn-wmd),
the Intrepydd version ran 89.0× faster than the Julia version.
Finally, we showed multicore scalability results for Intrepydd,
and also discussed the ease with which Intrepydd programs
can be mapped to post-Moore accelerators and novel architectures. Overall, the Intrepydd approach has demonstrated
the potential for significantly advancing the performance
and portability that can be obtained from high productivity
languages like Python and Julia.
There are many interesting directions for future work, including: completing the implementation for async, finish,
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